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Inventory of the Ukrainian pictorial collection

Title: Ukrainian pictorial collection
Date (inclusive): 1989-2004
Collection Number: 91104
Contributing Institution: Hoover Institution Library and Archives
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 1 manuscript box, 20 envelopes (2.4 Linear Feet)
Abstract: Photographs of various scenes from Ukraine, and especially of demonstrations for Ukrainian independence, and of Ukrainian government officials and governing bodies in session.

Access
The collection is open for research; materials must be requested in advance via our reservation system. If there are audiovisual or digital media material in the collection, they must be reformatted before providing access.

Use
For copyright status, please contact the Hoover Institution Library & Archives

Acquisition Information
Materials were acquired by the Hoover Institution Library & Archives in 1991.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Ukranian pictorial collection, [Box no., Folder no. or title], Hoover Institution Library & Archives

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Ukraine -- Pictorial works
Nationalism -- Ukraine -- Pictorial works

envelope m*A 1 print of a Ukrainian independence demonstration in Kiev 1990 January 21
envelope B 32 prints of scenes of a Ukrainian independence demonstration in Kiev, January 21, 1990, and meetings in the Rukh Congress Hall
envelope C Prints of scenes of a Ukrainian independence demonstration in Kiev, January 21, 1990, and meetings in the Rukh Congress Hall
envelope D 21 prints of Ukrainian independence demonstrations and election rallies 1990 January-March
envelope E 8 prints of a burial procession of former Ukrainian political prisoners 1989 November 19
envelope F 29 prints of the damaged Chernobyl Nuclear Plant and demonstrations against operations at the plant 1991-1992
envelope G 22 prints of a meeting of Ukrainian nationalists 1992 January 28
envelope H 46 prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations, religious ceremonies, and clergy of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 1990
envelope I 8 prints of demonstrations by Ukrainian miners 1991
envelope J 43 prints of Ukrainian government congresses and meetings 1990
envelope K 167 prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations 1990-1992
envelope L Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
envelope M Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
envelope N Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
envelope O Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
envelope P Prints of Ukrainian civil demonstrations (continued) 1990-1992
envelope Q 54 prints of Ukrainian government congresses and meetings 1992
envelope R Prints of Ukrainian government congresses and meetings (continued) 1992
envelope S 71 prints of Ukrainian government officials, including Leonid Kravchuk 1991-1992
envelope T Prints of Ukrainian government officials, including Leonid Kravchuk (continued) 1991-1992
box 1 Material not yet described